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By Shakir Reshamwala

MUMBAI: A leafy cemetery tucked behind a wall
off a busy road in South Mumbai is the final resting
place of many Kuwaitis who spent their entire lives in
India. The names on the headstones of the gravesites,
some decades old and others relatively recent, reveal
a who’s who of Kuwaiti merchants, diplomats and
seafarers who called erstwhile Bombay their home. 

The upkeep of the cemetery and a mosque
attached to it off Charni Road in Mumbai is managed
by a Kuwaiti family, whose members visit the city
regularly from Kuwait to oversee the running of the
place and pay their respects to the departed.

Kuwaitis have longstanding ties with India, even
before both countries became independent from
Britain. Kuwaitis visited India for trade in the pre-oil
era, and the Indian rupee was in circulation in
Kuwait and the Gulf till the sixties. Many Indian
words also entered the Kuwaiti lexicon and dialect,
and are spoken to this day. The lives of Kuwaiti fami-
lies in Bombay of the ’40s have been serialized in
‘Mohammed Ali Road’, a fictional Netflix series

whose Season 2 is out now. 
Even after the discovery of oil, when the tide

turned, with Indians now heading to the prosperous
Gulf country, some Kuwaiti families preferred to stay

on in Bombay, even choosing to be buried there. The
tranquil cemetery and quaint mosque are a testa-
ment to the deep bond the peoples of the two
nations share.

A slice of Kuwait in Mumbai

Pandemic changes
spending behavior
of cafe customers
By Majd Othman 

KUWAIT: After the pandemic, many things have
changed in our lifestyles and our way of seeing the
world. One of the things that has changed after the
COVID pandemic is people’s spending at cafes and
buying coffee every day, as many are allocating a
budget every month on this habit despite it costing
them a lot, even as others have cut back.

Ahmad Jassem said he visits coffeeshops three
to four times a week, because he is looking for a
change in his daily routine, due to the lack of enter-
tainment activities in the country, adding his aver-
age spending on coffee is KD 60 to 70 per month.
Regarding his daily habit of buying coffee, he not-
ed: “For me, buying coffee every day and visiting
cafes is a thing I cannot stop. We have all got used
to caffeine in our lives to give us the power to finish
daily tasks. After going to the gym and training, I
need a daily dose of caffeine.”

Jassem said his lifestyle changed after cof-
feeshops mushroomed all over the country and it
became easier to grab a quick cup through a drive-
thru while going to work or the gym, which has
encouraged people to buy. 

Heba Ahmad said she has been frequenting
cafes for years, also spending between KD 60 to

KD 70 monthly on shisha and coffee. “As more
cafes opened in the country, more people were
attracted to visit them. But after the pandemic, my
visits become fewer, as we got used to making the
items we order in cafes at home. I was spending
more than KD 90 at cafes before the pandemic,”
she said.

“Overspending on such things is a result of feel-
ing bored most of the time. This is what encourages
people’s spending behavior usually. Also, for many
people when the day is not busy, and the cof-
feeshop is on your way or has a drive-thru or they
are offering a great deal, then the probability of
spending is higher,” Ahmad said. “From the point
you leave your house till your destination, there are
lots of cafes and coffeeshops, so they are increasing
their sales by forcing us to buy subconsciously.”

Jumana Al-Sabbah said due to her busy sched-
ule, she doesn’t go to cafes a lot, so her expendi-
ture is not much. She pointed out that after the
pandemic, the demand to visit cafes became less as
most people have got used to making at home the
items they usually ordered in cafes. Rawan Nael
pointed out that visiting cafes and spending money
there has changed after the pandemic. “The time
people spent at home during the pandemic made
them get used to staying at home rather than going
outside and sitting in cafes,” she said.

Regarding people who spend large amounts of
money on coffee monthly, she said such behavior is
overexaggerated. “People should have priorities in
their lives and not spend on things that are not
essential, especially since life has changed a lot
after the pandemic, not only on the social level, but
financially as well,” Nael said.

MUMBAI: Views of a mosque and cemetery off Charni Road, the final resting place of many prominent Kuwaiti residents of
Bombay. —Photos by Shakir Reshamwala

ASCC: Partial 
solar eclipse
on Tuesday
KUWAIT: The Abdullah AL-
Salem Cultural Center announced
that a partial solar eclipse will be
visible in Kuwaiti  skies on
October 25. “The space museum
will follow up and document the
solar eclipse, as special eyeglasses
will be provided to people who
would like to see the event as part
of the weekly space events,”
museum supervisor at the center
Khaled Al-Jumaan said. “The part
eclipse will occur at 13:30 pm,
peaking at 14:35 pm and will end
on 15:44 pm,” he said. “The
eclipse will be partial at 43 per-
cent and more in northern regions,
depending on visibility and time of
occurrence,” he added. — KUNA 


